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Chorus
Bounce with me, bounce with me
(And all the ladies just)
Bounce with me, bounce with me
(And all the fellas just)
Bounce with me, bounce with me
(Now party people just)
Bounce with me, bounce with me
(Everybody cÂ’mon)

If you feeling alright and ya down with me
And you came to the jam to rock the party
And youÂ’re all up in the spot in the place to be
Well, thereÂ’s only one thing I want ya do for me
You need to keep it on moving on now bring ya crew
along
We sending you a song just to keep ya grooving on
And let you know that my God will never do ya wrong
And if ya standing still well thatÂ’s the one thing
youÂ’re doing wrong
We keep attacking the song with every track that we on
We got ya clapping along when we be rapping along
ItÂ’s the fact that we on when we bring it on
ItÂ’s the path we on and we got ya just singing along
like...

Chorus

Can I take a minute just a minute just to spit it till IÂ’m
finished
Came with it just to rip it and leave you bouncing in it
So you bound to get it now even if you ainÂ’t just with it
now
This is how we getting down whenever we be hitting
towns
You must be kidding now tell me why you sitting down
You better just be getting down there ainÂ’t no time for
chilling now
So if you feel it now hands to the ceiling now
This is how we move the crowd whenever we just boom
the sound
Christ reigns supreme and you know we gonna say it
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loud
And when the records spinning round you know you
better play it loud
We ainÂ’t just finished now you know we got to spit it
loud
See we got ya bouncing now whenever it just hits the
crowd like...

Chorus

We came here to move the crowd tonight all night
Do you want to get on down tonight?
ItÂ’s alright (Then bounce with me now)
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